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There are three main sections that are examined in this research.  The first is whether or not a 
porcupine quill would be a suitable model for future needle designs in order to reduce the pain of 
pediatric vaccination.  The second section delves into whether the Biomedical Imaging and 
Therapy Beamline at the Canadian Light Source Synchrotron can be used to monitor the path of 
an injection in a live animal through imaging.  The third section involves engineering designs for 
the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy Beamline. 
A literature review was completed which showed that porcupine quills enter human tissue with 
less force than is required for a typical needle.  However, through in line phase contrast imaging, 
I was unable to conclusively show that there was less tissue damage caused by a porcupine quill 
than a conventional needle when it enters tissue.  Based upon the literature review and the 
anecdotal evidence of the veterinarian performing the injections, I am able to conclude that it is 
possible that a metal needle modelled after a porcupine quill would damage tissue less than a 
standard hypodermic needle during insertion.  This reduction in tissue damage could possibly 
reduce the pain during pediatric vaccination. A redesigned needle may also be suited for suture 
procedures, especially in ophthalmology, where the fine nerves around the eye are very sensitive 
to pain.  Suture procedures do not require the needle to be pulled back against the grain and may 
therefore get the most benefit from the lower insertion force of the porcupine quill type needle. 
Design and fabrication of such a needle would be the next step in possible research. 
Examining the images obtained at the Canadian Light Source, it can be concluded that the 
absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of an injected contrast agent can be monitored 
through imaging on the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy Beamline.  This was confirmed by 
comparing images obtained in a traditional computed tomography scanner with the images 
obtained at the Canadian Light Source. 
The engineering designs created during this research were fabricated and put into use at the 
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1 Scientific Framework 
1.1 Context 
The research for this thesis came from a project that I began working on in my final year of 
undergraduate mechanical engineering.  Our capstone design project was to design an auto-
injection system for anaphylaxis.  The most well-known commercial device of that type is the 
Epipen™.  The team I was involved with continued work on that project after we had graduated 
from the University of Saskatchewan for the next five years.  In that time, we partnered with the 
University of Saskatchewan Industry Liaison Office (ILO) to obtain funding for prototypes, 
patenting costs and marketing.  An image of that device from our patent application is shown in 
Figure 1.1: 
 
Figure 1.1: The Anadote 
The device that was created was a pocked sized auto-injection system that was capable of 
administering a dosage of epinephrine that was larger than the EpiPen™ in a delivery system that 
occupied 66% less spatial volume.  The concept for this device came from Dr. William McKay, 
an anaesthesiologist at Royal University Hospital in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.  The 
goal was to create one device that would work on both adults and children as easily as possible.  
The device had to be small and portable so that it would stand out from its other competitors on 
the market.  Through several iterative cycles, a design was selected.  Part of this design selection 
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process was the selection of the type of needle that would be required.  In researching needle 
design and the benefits associated with each type, we discovered that there was a glaring lack of 
research available on the tissue damage that is caused when a needle perforates the skin.   
Concurrently to the work I was doing on the auto-injection device, which we had now named 
The Anadote, I was enrolled in the Master of Engineering program in the College of Biomedical 
Engineering at the University of Saskatchewan.  As part of this program, a class I took 
introduced me to the capabilities of the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy (BMIT) beamline at 
the Canadian Light Source Synchrotron on the University of Saskatchewan campus.  It occurred 
to me and the two gentlemen that would become my supervisors for thesis, Dr. William McKay 
and Dr. Dean Chapman, that there may be an opportunity to use the Canadian Light Source to 
image needle trauma at a high resolution and therefore link the two projects that I had been 
working on. 
The research presented in this thesis occurred because of the desire of the Anadote team to select 





1.2.1 Objective 1: Imaging of Tissue Damage 
There were multiple sections to the research proposed for this master’s thesis.  The first area of 
the research was to image needle injection trauma sites to examine the damage that occurs. 
There is surprisingly little research that has been conducted in the field of tissue damage caused 
by a needle.  Hypodermic syringes have been in use since 1843 (Shephard, 2009) (Miller, 2000) 
however, there have been no studies conducted on the anatomical effects that these needles have.  
The pain of syringe injection makes the vaccination process very painful and uncomfortable for 
children. For this reason, as a part of the pain reduction research being conducted by a group 
within the Saskatchewan Health Authority, we proposed to use the high quality imaging 
capabilities of the Canadian Light Source synchrotron to examine the trauma that occurs at the 
injection site during injection.  
As part of this section of research, the difference in tissue damage between standard needles and 
porcupine quills was examined.  It has been hypothesized that porcupine quills naturally evolved 
in such a way that they enter tissue with minimal damage and force so that they will embed 
themselves deeply.  The damage that is caused by a porcupine quill occurs when it is removed, 
as the quill is made of thousands of microscopic rear facing barbs that grab the tissue as it is 
pulled back along the direction of entry (Cho, et al., 2012).  Experimentation has shown that 
quills easily penetrate tissue; however, imaging at the quality proposed has not been done to 
examine the effects the quills have on the surrounding tissues.    
The information gained from these images may be used as additional information for a project 
with a final goal of reducing the pain of injections in children by reducing the amount of damage 
caused to the tissue. 
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1.2.2 Objective 2: Exploration of the Ability of the BMIT Beamline to follow an Injected 
Substance in a Human Analog 
The second part of the research was to follow an injected substance through the body of a 
mouse.  Mice were imaged multiple times to follow injections through their body as they absorb, 
distribute, metabolize and were then excreted.  The ability to follow the path of an injection 
through the body in real time may be an intriguing idea for another research facility at the 
University of Saskatchewan: the Vaccine and Infectious Disease – International Vaccine Center 
(VIDO-INTERVAC).  Vaccines need to be studied before they can begin to move into large 
scale use.  The ability to accurately map their pathway through the body at a research facility that 
is essentially next door could be very valuable.  If a newly developed vaccine could be bonded 
with a contrast agent for imaging, a complete profile of its pharmacokinetics could be developed.   
Imaging contrast agents over time is not a new concept; however, imaging iodine using spectral 
k-edge imaging at a synchrotron in a mouse is a novel aspect to this research. 
1.2.3 Objective 3: Biomedical Engineering Design for the BMIT Beamline 
The final portion of the research conducted was related to engineering design using 3D 
modelling technology to develop new devices for the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy 
Beamline at the Canadian Light Source synchrotron.  As part of this Master of Science degree, I 
worked on creating the 3D models for three different devices for use in the beamline.  Those 
devices were a frame bender, a cooling frame bender and a refraction test object.  The frame 
bending design was built and used during the synchrotron imaging for this thesis.  
The data obtained in this pilot study could be the first step along the path to creating a less 
painful injection needle. This has importance as it is recommended that children receive more 
than 20 vaccinations during infancy and childhood. Injections are painful and can result in 
needle phobia. If there is the possibility that the vaccination procedure could become less painful 
for children, then new needle design is a goal worth working towards.
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1.3 Review of Literature 
1.3.1 Literature on Imaging Techniques 
1.3.1.1 Diffraction Enhanced Imaging 
One possible method of imaging that could be used in this pilot study is diffraction enhanced 
imaging (DEI).  DEI is a type of imaging that uses synchrotron light to obtain high contrast 
images of tissue due to the attenuation, refraction and diffraction properties of the sample 
(Chapman D. , et al., 1997).  As opposed to traditional x-ray imaging where the radiation is 
absorbed by an object to create a negative image, DEI uses the radiation that is diffracted by an 
object to create an image.   
At the Canadian Light Source Synchrotron, high energy radiation is created by passing the white 
beam through a double crystal monochromator to select a narrow energy bandwidth.  This 
filtered beam intersects the object being researched, passes through it and then is diffracted by an 
analyzer crystal.  The beam that has not been attenuated or scattered is captured by an area 
detector where the energy is turned into a data sample that can be transformed into an image (see 
figure 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.2: Synchrotron Setup for Diffraction Enhanced Imaging (Image courtesy of Dean Chapman) 
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Diffraction enhanced imaging is capable of providing two different types of images:  absorption 
and refraction (Chapman D. , et al., 1996). A spike in intensity on the detector occurs when the 
angle of the analyzer begins to match the angle of the monochromator.  This spike in intensity is 
the “rocking curve” that DEI depends upon.   
If images are taken with the analyzer angle such that the relative intensity is roughly 50% of the 
peak intensity, then both absorption and refraction information will be captured.  This occurs 
because refraction in one direction moves the intensity up the rocking curve and creates a lighter 
spot on the image while refraction in the other direction moves the intensity down and creates a 
darker spot on the image.  Orientating the analyzer crystal to the same reflectivity on the other 
side of the rocking curve will give an image that will have the same absorption information as 
the previous image but will have the opposite refraction information.  This concept is shown in 
Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3: Example of the DEI Rocking Curve and Images Taken at the Same Relative Intensity (Image Courtesy of 
Dean Chapman) 
Computer analysis of these two images can result in absorption only images and refraction only 
images.  The absorption images created from DEI are highly detailed because any of the 
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incoming radiation that was scattered by too great an angle is not passed onto the detector via the 
analyzer crystal.   
Refraction images can be very highly detailed because they are dependent on the density of the 
materials the radiation traverses (Chapman D. , et al., 1996) and not on the attenuation.  
Therefore, tissue densities and other subtle anatomical differences are able to be seen using 
diffraction enhanced imaging. 
1.3.1.2  In-Line Phase Contrast Imaging 
In phase contrast imaging, the intent is to determine the distributions of the scattering properties 
of an object (Bravin, Coan, & Suortti, 2013).  In this methodology, images are formed because of 
the propagation of the x-ray beam after it interacts with an object (Nesterets, Wilkins, Gureyev, 
& Stevenson, 2005).  After the beam interacts with the object, the waves that are refracted (phase 
shifted) interfere with the un-refracted waves.  The angle of refraction is very small, so small that 
it is difficult to detect interference patterns close to the sample.  If the distance from the sample 
to the detector is optimized, strong interference patterns in the intensity can be detected which 
gives great detail in the sample that was imaged (Arfelli, 2000).  Figure 1.4 depicts the setup of 
phase contrast imaging used the synchrotron radiation facility in Trieste, Italy. 
 
Figure 1.4: Conceptual Beam Layout for Phase Contrast Imaging  (Arfelli, 2000) 
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Due to the high coherence of synchrotron light, the interference patterns caused by the object 
being imaged create sharp edge enhancement which improves the quality of the images.  As 
stated in an article published in Physics in Medicine and Biology, “This is ideal for the weakly 
absorbing details like those often encountered in biology and medicine” (Bravin, Coan, & 
Suortti, 2013). 
1.3.1.3 K-Edge Subtraction Imaging 
K-edge subtraction is an imaging technique that involves taking two separate images of the 
object being analyzed; one below the K-edge of a certain element and one above the K-edge.  It 
is also referred to as dual-energy subtraction imaging (Zhu, 2012).  The K-edge energy of an 
element is the binding energy that is holding the electrons in place around an atom.  At the K-
edge, there is a large jump in the absorption coefficient (µ/ρ) of the element (approximately 5.5 
times for Iodine) (Zhu, 2012) where µ is the attenuation coefficient and ρ is the density of the 
material.  This means that when synchrotron radiation is used to take an image of an object 
below and then above the K-edge, the absorption of that element will be drastically different in 
each image.  Imaging software, such as Image J (Java open source code 
https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/), can be used to subtract the images.  For all intents and purposes, all of 
the other material in the images will disappear and all that will be left is the difference in 
absorption of the one element above and below its K-edge.  An example of this is shown in the 
image on the next page.  The vasculature of the heart is not clear in either the high or low energy 
image, however, when the two are subtracted, the bone and water disappears and all that remains 




Figure 1.5: K-Edge Imaging Example (Image courtesy of B Thomlinson & M Renier c/o Dean Chapman) 
1.3.1.4 Spectral K-Edge Subtraction Imaging 
This type of imaging is similar to traditional K-Edge Subtraction imaging.  In fact, spectral KES 
is a generalized version of traditional KES.  It also has a very simple set up which is important 
when imaging live specimens.  In this methodology, instead of imaging at energies below and 
above the K-absorption edge of an element, a continuous spectrum of hundreds of energies is 
used to capture information on the object for computer reconstruction (Zhu, et al., 2014).  The 
body systems in living specimens are constantly moving (breathing, circulation, etc.) and as 
such, imaging can be difficult to obtain clear of artifacts.  One large benefit of this type of 
imaging is that the simultaneous energies eliminate motion artifacts which allows for high 
quality imaging of living specimens.     
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1.3.1.5 Computed Tomography Imaging 
Computed tomography imaging, more commonly referred to as a CT scan, is an imaging method 
that is used to generate three dimensional images of the inside of an object without needing to 
cut it open.  CT scanning is based upon the difference in x-ray absorption between different 
tissues; the same as what happens in a conventional x-ray.  However, CT scans are able to 
produce a cross sectional image, referred to as a slice (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 
2014).  CT scans work by moving the object being imaged horizontally through the machine.  
As the object moves through the imaging system, the x ray source rotates around the circular 
opening of the machine to capture a three hundred and sixty degree slice of the object 
undergoing imaging.  Detectors on the opposite side of the source capture the x-rays that exit the 
object at the imaging position.  These images are spliced together by a computer in order to 
reconstruct a three dimensional slice of the object being imaged.  When these slices are added 
together, a complete three dimensional image of the object is obtained which enables viewing of 
the inside of the object. (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2014).   
Shown on the next page, in Figure 1.6, is one of the computed tomography scanners at Royal 
University Hospital in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.  The object to be imaged (normally a 
patient) is placed on the horizontal bed and is slowly moved into the scanner in order to capture 




Figure 1.6: Computed Tomography Machine at Royal University Hospital Saskatoon (University of Saskatchewan, 2016)  
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1.3.2 Literature on Tissue Damage and Needle Design 
1.3.2.1 Hypodermic Syringe Design 
The modern hypodermic syringe that is one of the most commonly used instruments in medicine 
has remained relatively unchanged since its creation in the mid-19
th
 century (Kravetz, 2005).  
Alexander Wood published an article entitled “A New method of Direct Application of Opiates 
and Painful Points” (Wood, 1855) at the same time that Charles Parvcaz documented using a 
similar device for the first time.  These two men are credited with the creation of the hypodermic 
syringe.  This initial design of Dr. Wood is shown in Figure 1.7. 
 
Figure 1.7: Original Hypodermic Syringe of Dr. Alexander Wood (Wellcome Library, 2015) 
This design bears a striking resemblance to the syringes that are currently used in medicine 
today.  Since this initial design, there have been improvements to the design but no substantial 
changes.  Mainly, hypodermic syringes can now be made stronger, thinner and cheaper.  In the 
1960s, disposable plastic syringes and needles were developed and continue to be used in the 
market today.  While new methods of pharmaceutical administration continue to be developed, 
such as micro needles and patch based methods, the classic needle and syringe combination has 
not been updated in over 50 years (Kravetz, 2005).   
1.3.2.2 Pain and Tissue Damage 
According to the International Association for the study of Pain; “Pain is an unpleasant sensory 
and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms 
of such damage” (Merskey & Bogduk, 1994).  Pain, and what causes it, has been a question that 
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has been plaguing humans throughout recorded history.  Several theories existed throughout the 
1800 and 1900s on what caused pain.  These theories included specificity theory, which saw pain 
as “a specific sensation, with its own sensory apparatus independent of touch and other senses” 
(Bonica, 1978).  This means that pain was essentially thought of as a sixth sense of the body; an 
input that the brain uses to understand the current state. 
What pain is and how it is registered is still not completely understood today.  However, the 
modern theory that relates to vaccinations involves pain signals being caused by stimulation of 
sensory nerve fibres (nociceptors). Nociceptors are capable of responding to mechanical, thermal 
or chemical stimuli.  This pain signal then travels from the periphery of the body to the spinal 
cord along A-delta or C-delta fibres.  A –delta fibres are thicker and sheathed in myelin which 
enables the pain signal to travel faster through them than C-fibres (Beaulieu, Lussier, Porreca, & 
Dickenson, 2010).  Pain felt by signals travelling on the A-delta fibres is a sharp pain and is felt 
quickly.  C-fibres carry a signal that is felt as a duller pain (Skevington, 1995).   
Therefore, when a vaccination is given, there is mechanical force that is penetrating the skin and 
crushing and tearing tissue which causes nociceptors to begin the process of signalling the brain 
of a potentially damaging stimulus (Purves & Augustine, 2001).  The pain carried by the A-delta 
fibres would be related to the sharp pain felt from the puncture and the signals carried by the C-
delta fibres would characterize the dull ache that can be felt after injection.  
 
1.3.2.3 Porcupine Quills as a New Needle Design 
The North American porcupine has approximately 30,000 quills that are released when the 
animal is contacted by what it deems to be a predatory force (Yong, 2012).  Each quill has 
miniscule rear facing barbs located on its tip.  According to Harvard Medical School professor 
Jeffrey Karp: “This [porcupine quills] is the only system with dual functionality, where a single 
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feature – the barbs – both reduces penetration force and increases pull-out force” (Yong, 2012).  
A high resolution image of a porcupine quill is shown in the Figure 1.8. 
 
Figure 1.8: Electron Microscopic Image of a Porcupine Quill (Cho, et al., 2012) 
Research conducted by Dr. Karp and his team shows that the porcupine quill enters tissue using 
smaller forces than are required for a conventional 18 gauge needle.  The results of their team 
are summarized in Table 1.1.  The African porcupine quill is a naturally barbless quill (Yong, 
2012). 
Table 1.1: Summary of the Forces and Work Required for Penetration and Removal of Quills and Needles in Tissue (Cho, 











Barbed Quill 0.33 ± 0.08 0.44 ± 0.06 1.08 ± 0.37 1.73 ± 0.41 
Barbless Quill 0.71 ± 0.09 0.11 ± 0.02 2.41 ± 0.28 0.28 ± 0.03 
18 Gauge Needle 0.58 ± 0.11 0.04 ± 0.005 2.76 ± 0.70 0.10 ± 0.02 
African 
Porcupine Quill 
0.65 ± 0.03 0.06 ± 0.01 2.13 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.06 
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1.4 Hypothesis  
As mentioned above, there are three distinct parts to this research.  The first part of the study is 
to image needle injection trauma sites to determine the damage that occurs.  By imaging the 
insertion sites of both conventional needles and porcupine quills, I believe this pilot study will 
show porcupine quills will cause less tissue damage than a conventional needle during insertion 
due to their natural shape.  The results of this pilot could lead to the design a new needle based 
on the surface profile of a porcupine quill.   
While it is clear that I will not be able to determine the amount of pain a person would feel 
during an injection by looking at an image of tissue, I anticipate that I will be able to accurately 
examine the stretching and deformation of the tissue structures and nerves within the tissue to 
make an accurate hypothesis about the relative amount of pain incurred. The quills will cause 
damage to the tissue during extraction, however, by imaging while they are still inserted I expect 
to be able to compare the deformation and damage caused compared to a standard needle 
because of the quality of in line phase contrast imaging. 
For the second part of the research, I am confident that I will be able to accurately follow 
injections as they progress through the bodies of the mice because of the quality of the imaging 
methods being used.  This will confirm the potential that the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy 
(BMIT) may have for research regarding the pharmacokinetics of their new vaccine formulations 
if they can be tagged with a contrast agent.   This research will be able to show in great detail 
which organs and body systems that the injections travel to and will be able to compare this to 




The images in Figure 1.9 show the quality of detail I expect to obtain from the images taken in 
this research.  The DEI image (comparable in quality to in-line phase contrast) is able to clearly 
show lung and muscle tissue.  The KES image clearly shows the vasculature of the heart.   
 
Figure 1.9: DEI and KES Images (Courtesy of Dean Chapman) 
I expect the engineering design portion of this research to contribute to progression within the 
field of biomedical synchrotron imaging.   
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2 Experimental Methods 
2.1 Animal Use  
2.1.1 Animal Ethics Approvals 
In 2013, an application for research using animals was submitted to the University of 
Saskatchewan Animal Research Ethics Board and was approved on July 30
th
, 2013.  The 
application can be found in Appendix A and the approval form is Appendix B.   
2.1.2 Canadian Light Source 
This study involved the use of 2 animals. The mice were of BALB/c breed and required no 
special treatment. The mice that were imaged were placed into an anaesthetic induced sleep 
using isoflurane inhalational anesthetic based upon a protocol developed by Gurpreet Aulakh 
using equipment that is available on the BMIT beam line. The mice then received an intra-
muscular injection and a subcutaneous injection of Sodium Iodide (NaI, 0.5 mL dose, 320mg/mL 
concentration) in its hind leg. A porcupine needle was inserted into subcutaneous tissue and 
muscle of the hind leg of the mouse so that its effect on the tissue could be compared to the 
hollow needles.  This was completed by a qualified animal handler.   
The mouse model is an effective analog for the human body in this research because they are 
mammals with vascular and connective tissue as well as striated muscle that are very similar to 
that of humans.   The data collected on the tissue damage and the ability to follow the clearance 
of the injection through the body was enough to draw conclusions that could have human 
impact.   
The mice were anaesthetized using isoflurane and then injected with a contrast agent, iodine.  
These injections occurred in the hind thigh muscle of and scruff of the animal.  Two mice were 
used in this pilot study and each animal received a different type of injection (either a 
subcutaneous injection or an intra muscular injection).   
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The injection site was imaged using in-line phase contrast imaging.  This imaging modality 
provides good soft tissue contrast, especially in thick samples.  Each mouse was then imaged 
with K-Edge Subtraction (KES) at the K-edge energy of the contrast agent (33.2 kilo electron 
volts for iodine) (Suortti & Thomlinson, 2003).  Images were taken over time to follow the 
contrast agent as it moves underwent the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination 
(ADME) process in the body.  The anesthetized mouse went through the K-edge of the contrast 
agent at specific time intervals (see Table 2). This time elapse imaging method provided an 
accurate map of the injected agent as it progresses through the body. K-edge subtraction imaging 
is a very sensitive imaging method which allowed us to obtain accurate imaging projections of 
the contrast agent. 
Following imaging, the mice were subjected to euthanasia anesthetic overdose.  Tissue samples 
were then harvested from the mice where the injections occurred for further examination.   
The mice also had a porcupine quill inserted into the muscle tissue prior to imaging.  It has been 
hypothesized that the natural design of the quill causes minimal damage during insertion and 
only during extraction does significant damage occur.  This hypothesis is based upon 
information from Dr. Jeffrey Karp of the Harvard School of Medicine (Cho, et al., 2012).    
An advantage of this data collection plan was that all of the experimentation could take place at 
once and therefore the need for multiple animals is reduced. 
Based upon our experimentation using a CT scanner at Royal University Hospital, the entire 
absorption, metabolism, distribution and excretion (ADME) process can imaged in less than an 
hour. Images were taken for one animal, examined and then the time between images was 
adjusted based upon the completeness of the last set of images. Once imaging was complete, the 
mouse was euthanized via anesthetic overdose, administered by Gurpreet Aulakh, and a 
computed tomography scan (CT scan) was performed. 
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Using the laboratory facilities at BMIT, tissue sections were taken from the location where the 
needles and porcupine quills were inserted. These tissue sections were then examined under a 
microscope. For the diffraction enhanced imaging technique to be used, images were taken on 
both sides of the rocking curve and then analyzed using the Image J computer software program. 
The use of diffraction enhanced imaging allows for extremely detailed images of the soft tissue 
near the injection that would not be visible from normal absorption imaging. The use of a third 
crystal in this technique allows the subtle differences in scattering angles produced by the tissue 
to be converted into intensity differences which can be picked up on the detector. 
2.1.3 Royal University Hospital 
During imaging at Royal University Hospital, an identical breed of mouse was used as was 
described above.  The mouse underwent the same anaesthetic, injection and euthanasia 




2.2 Synchrotron Experimental Pre-Imaging 
In order to ensure the beamline was set up correctly for the experiment, initial imaging took 
place with a plasticine tube in the beam to ensure proper alignment and image quality.  A second 
set of images was then taken with an iodine tube and a barium tube in order to tune the energy of 
the beam to correctly capture the K-edge of the materials being imaged.  The second set of 
images obtained is shown in Figure 2.1.
 
Figure 2.1: Test Object Water Equivalent Image 
Figure 2.1 shows the water equivalent image obtained during K-Edge Subtraction imaging.  This 
highlights the relative densities of the objects in the image when compared to water (density of 1 
gram/millilitre).  The dense bar in the image is a bone analog made of hydroxyapatite.  Based 
upon the density scale in the right hand side of the image, it is approximately 5 times the density 
of water.  The iodine and barium tubes are only slightly denser than water because they are 









Figure 2.2: Test Object KES Iodine Image 
  The KES iodine image clearly shows the location of the iodine tube in the image.  The 
concentration of the iodine in the tube is 0.025 grams per millilitre.   
2.3 Computed Tomography Injection Solution and Needle Size 
The solution injected into the mouse at Royal University Hospital for imaging was Optiray 
320™.  This contrast agent contains 320 milligrams (mg) of Iodine per milliliter (mL) which 
enables the injection to be tracked through the body of the mouse.  The needle used for injection 
was 22 gage for the computed tomography scan at Royal University Hospital.  As outlined above 
in the animal use protocol, the injection sites were the scruff of the neck (sub cutaneous), the 




of Iodine scale 




2.4 Canadian Light Source Synchrotron Injection Solution and Needle Size 
The solution injected into both mice was identical.  The mixture was 0.25 millilitres of 
OptiRay240™ and 0.25 millilitres of Evans Blue.  This 0.5 millilitre solution was injected into 
the mouse in two separate locations.  0.25 millilitres of solution was injected at each location.  
OptiRay240™ was used at the synchrotron and Optiray320™ at Royal University Hospital 
because of the availability of the material at the time of testing.  The difference in concentration 
had no effect on the outcome of the imaging.  A lower Iodine content was acceptable at the 
Canadian Light Source because of the increased sensitivity of the K-edge subtraction method 
compared to conventional imaging systems either in projection or computed tomography (Suortti 
& Thomlinson, 2003). 
The Needles used were 21 and 25 gauge for the synchrotron imaging.  Mouse 1 received a sub 
cutaneous injection in its right hind leg with a 21 gage needle and a sub cutaneous injection in 
the scruff of its neck with a 25 gage needle.  Mouse 2 received an intramuscular injection in its 
right hind leg with a 21 gage needle and an intramuscular injection in its left hind leg with a 25 
gage needle.  The different needle sizes were selected to see if there was a difference in the tissue 
damage caused by each. 
2.5 Mouse Size 
For the synchrotron imaging, mouse 1 weighed 35.0 grams and mouse 2 weighed 33.3 grams.  
The mouse used at Royal University Hospital was 33.5 grams.   
2.6 Porcupine Quill Type and Location 
Mouse 1 had a barbed quill inserted into its right hind leg.  Mouse 2 had a barbed quill inserted 




2.7 Synchrotron Imaging Schedule 
The table below shows the time scheduled followed for imaging the mice.  A larger gap was left 
after injection for the second mouse in order to have the contrast agent absorb more into the body 
of the mouse. 
Table 2.1: Schedule of Synchrotron Imaging of the Mice 
Mouse 1 Mouse 2 
0:00 Minutes Injection 0:00 Minutes Injection 
10:00 Minutes Image 1 15:00 Minutes Image 1 
18:00 Minutes Image 2 24:00 Minutes Image 2 
27:00 Minutes Image 3 31:00 Minutes Image 3 
32:00 Minutes Image 4 37:00 Minutes Image 4 
37:00 Minutes Image 5 42:00 Minutes Image 5 (failed) 
42:00 Minutes Image 6 48:00 Minutes Image 6 
48:00 Minutes Image 7   






3.1 Computed Tomography Imaging 
The following series of images were created using Sante DICOM viewer to reconstruct the cross-
sectional images obtained during the CT scan of a mouse.  Figure 3.1, below, shows the mouse 
in its natural state.  The internal organs are clearly visible and the brighter areas on the image are 
the bone structures and tail.  
 






Figure 3.2 shows a pre-injection view of the mouse that is taken at a more dorsal level than 
image 1.  The bones of the skull and vertebrae are visible as are some of the internal organs.   
 









The visuals shown below in Figure 3.3 were captured very quickly after injection occurred in the 
right hind leg of the mouse.  The contrast agent is clearly visible as the bright area in the image 
on the left. 
 







Image 4 was taken one minute after injection.  The contrast agent is still concentrated in the right 
hind leg of the mouse.   
 







The images below were taken very quickly after the second injection was given to the mouse.  
This injection was placed in the scruff of its neck.  The bright area on the image is where the 
injection occurred.   
 




The images below were taken 4 minutes after the first injection.  The injection in the scruff has 
not disposed throughout the body to this point; however, the injection in the leg has started to be 
filtered into the bladder as shown on the image to the right.  
 







The image below shows that the injections have started to by filtered by the kidneys and are 
entering the bladder. 
 







The images below show that the injection has nearly dissipated completely from the hind leg and 
has filled the bladder, as shown by the very bright area on the image on the left.  The injection in 
the scruff is still mainly located in its initial injection location. 
 







The images below, taken at the same time as the set of images above, shows the migration of the 
injection to other parts of the body, such as the kidneys, lungs and other musculature surrounding 
the scruff.   
 




3.1.1 Tissue Damage  
It was difficult to analyze the tissue damage that occurred from the injections using computed 
tomography.  The resolution of the images was not sufficient to draw any conclusions about the 
damage that would be done to the muscle in order to estimate the pain that would occur during 
injection. 
No porcupine quills were inserted when imaging this mouse. 
3.1.2 Injection Monitoring 
Using the computed tomography imaging machine at Royal University Hospital in Saskatoon, it 
was very simple to follow the injected solution as it was distributed and metabolized in the body 
of the mouse.  The images presented above clearly show the distribution of the injection 
throughout the body of the mouse over time.  This was an expected result as CT images are very 




3.2 Synchrotron Imaging 
3.2.1 Examining Tissue Damage with In Line Phase Contrast Imaging 
Over 1200 high resolution images (1000x1000 dpi) were taken of mouse one and mouse two 
using in line phase contrast imaging.  Each mouse went through two imaging scans.  Each 
imaging scan contained 4 spins (rotations of the mouse).  Each spin contained 75 images (also 
known as slices).  The representative image below (1 of the 1200) was analyzed using ImageJ to 
enhance the contrast of the raw data.   
 
Figure 3.10: In Line Phase Contrast Image - Mouse 1 
In the image, the bright white structures are bone, the fatty layer of tissue underneath the skin 
and fur can be seen around the edge, and the internal organs are the lighter grey shapes in the 
middle.  Each structure inside of the mouse can be seen in very high detail.   
The image selected below shows the second mouse, which received sub cutaneous injections in 









inserted into its left posterior and an unsuccessful attempt to insert a plastic porcupine quill 
occurred on the right rear posterior of the mouse. 
 
Figure 3.11: In Line Phase Contrast - Mouse 2, Scan, 2, Spin 0, Slice 74 
In the image, the locations of the two porcupine quill insertions can be identified because of the 
deformation in tissue surrounding their insertion point.  It appears that the location of the barbed 
porcupine quill filled with fat and/or other body fluids after the trauma of insertion.  
Unfortunately, the locations of the conventional needle insertion were not able to be identified in 
the individual imaging sets.  This is likely due to the large gap in time between needle insertion 
and in-line phase contrast imaging. 
To further explore how the insertion of porcupine quill was affecting the tissue, a three 
dimensional model of the mouse was created.  The model was created in the ImageJ 3D Viewer 
plugin using all 75 slices from scan 2, spin 0 of mouse 2.  The model created is shown next in 
Inserted Barbed Quill 
Attempted Plastic Quill 
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multiple views.  Each model is approximately 1.2 centimetres thick according to calculations 
within the ImageJ software. 
 
Figure 3.12: 3D Image of Mouse Two – From Side 
The image in Figure 3.12 above shows the power of in-line phase contrast imaging to distinguish 
the large bone structures and outer tissue layers of the mouse.  To create this contrast, the 
transparency of the image had to be increased to 78% from 0%.  However, despite the high 
resolution contrast, this angle sheds minimal light on tissue deformation. 
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The next image, Figure 3.13, shows a cephalad (from the bottom) view of the mouse. In this 
three dimensional model, it is possible to see the location of quill insertion, the skeletal features 
and the outer tissues of the mouse.   
 
Figure 3.13: 3D Image of Mouse 2 from Overhead 
In both sets of images, even when zoomed in on the location of insertion, it is difficult to 
determine the effect that the porcupine quill is having on the tissue.  There is a large deformity in 
the tissue surrounding the quill; however, this was not able to be compared to the deformity 
caused by the needle insertion.  Another feature is visible in the three dimensional reconstruction 
may be the temperature probe as it corresponds to an area of high contrast in the individual 
images.   
  
Inserted Barbed Quill 





3.2.2 Injection Monitoring with K-Edge Subtraction Imaging 
The following images are the results of the K-edge subtraction imaging; which was used to 
monitor the location of the Iodine injection through the body of the mouse over time. The images 
on the left are the K-Edge Subtraction Water Equivalent Images and the images on the right are 
the K-Edge Subtraction Iodine Images. The group of images is of Mouse 1.  Image set 1 clearly 
shows the two injection sites for this mouse; the scruff of the neck and the right hind leg. 
 





Image set 2 shows that the injections have started to diffuse through the tissues near the injection 
sites.  The largest concentration of the injection is still located at the injection site. 
 
 
Figure 3.15: Mouse 1 – KES 2 
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Image set 3 shows further diffusion of the injection solution through the tissues surrounding the 
injection site.  Faint amounts of the injection can start to be seen in the kidneys. 
  
Figure 3.16: Mouse 1 – KES 3 
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Image set 4 continues to display the dispersion of the injection throughout the tissues of the 
mouse.  The kidneys can be seen more clearly than the last image.   
  
Figure 3.17: Mouse 1 – KES 4 
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The fifth set of images shows minimal change from the fourth as the diffusion process continues. 
  
Figure 3.18: Mouse 1 – KES 5 
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In the image set below, the injection continues to move through the tissues surrounding the 
injection site.  The concentration of the dosage is getting weaker at the site of injection. 
  
Figure 3.19: Mouse 1 – KES 6 
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In image sets seven and eight below, the diffusion process continues over time as the injected 
dosage gets absorbed and metabolized by the mouse. 
  








This next series of images shows the second mouse, Mouse 2, which received an intramuscular 
injection in its right hind leg and an intramuscular injection in its left hind leg.  An un-barbed 
porcupine quill was inserted into the scruff of the neck at the end of this set of images. 
  
Figure 3.22: Mouse 2 – KES 1 
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The imaging process on mouse 2 started later after initial injection than mouse 1.  As such, 
enough time has passed that the injected solution has been absorbed and metabolized by the 
mouse.  This time lapse results in the image below which shows the concentration of the contrast 
agent located in the bladder of the mouse.  
  
Figure 3.23: Mouse 2 – KES 2 
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Images three, four and five show little change over time.  More of the injected solution is 
processed into the bladder as would be expected.   
  













3.3 Engineering Design 
As part of this Master of Science degree, I worked on three different small-scale engineering 
projects for the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy (BMIT) beamline at the Canadian Light 
Source Synchrotron in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.  These projects and the results are 
discussed in the following sections.  One of the projects was used in the imaging for this thesis. 
3.3.1 Frame Bender 
The frame bending apparatus was designed to be able to hold a circular silicon wafer in a fixed 
position in the path of the beam.  It was designed using the three-dimensional computer assisted 
drawing software program SolidWorks. 
3.3.1.1 Design Specifications 
Table 3.1: Design Specifications of the Frame Bending Apparatus 
Part Feature Value 
Main Plate Height 200 mm 
 Width 200 mm 
 Thickness 6 mm 
Support Arms Height 250 mm 
 Width 30 mm 
 Thickness 8 mm 
Base Plate Height 8 mm 
 Width  300 mm 




3.3.1.2 Additional Features 
The face of the apparatus that the wafer is attached to has a radius of 3000 millimeters.  This 
gives the wafer a slight curve which helps to focus the beam coming through it onto the detector.  
This radius is shown in the screenshot from SolidWorks below.   
 




The apparatus also has a section of material removed from the non-wafer side so that less of the 
beam will be scattered as it passes through the material on the way to the detector.  The 
scattering and absorption of x-rays increases with distance they have to traverse through an 
object (need citation here). The hollowed out section is 170mm x 37.5 mm; which allows a beam 
of the same size to pass through the object with minimal obstruction.  This feature is shown in 
the image below. 
 




3.3.1.3 Fabricated Version used in this Research 
The fabricated version of the frame bending apparatus is shown in the image below (with a wafer 
taped to the face).  The bolts on the side can be tightened with an Allan key to hold the plate at 
the desired angle.  There are several holes in the base plate that can have a bolt placed through 
them to secure the device to the stage in the beamline.  Having the device attach to the stage 
enables it to be positioned directly in the path of the beam.   
During imaging, the frame bender was placed in the path of the beam to help focus the beam 
onto the detector.  It worked as expected and can continue to be used at the BMIT beamline for 
future imaging projects.   
 
Figure 3.29: Final Version of the Wafer Apparatus 
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3.3.2 Frame Bending Cooling Plate 
The purpose of the cooling plate is to cool a wafer that has been placed in the beamline.  The 
high energy of the x-rays that hit the wafer transfer heat to it.  The wafers can get very warm and 
therefore, designing a device that can cool them is of use at the synchrotron.  The concept of the 
cooling plate was to have a solid that the wafer can be placed on that is also able to cool its 
temperature.   
To achieve this, two plates were designed with recessed channels on their inside faces.  These 
two plates would be bolted together to make one complete solid.  The recessed channel would be 
attached to a water source so that a stream of water can be run through it.  The water is used to 
transfer the heat away from the wafer so that it will maintain a reasonable temperature.    
The three dimensional model of the inside of one of the plates is shown below.  The channel runs 
around the area the wafer would contact and there is a large window in the middle.  This window 
exists so that the synchrotron beam is only traversing the wafer and will not be affected by the 
material of the cooling plate.  This allows for more of the beam to reach the detector because it 
will not be attenuated by the cooling plate. 
 
Figure 3.30: SolidWorks Representation of the Cooling Plate 
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3.3.2.1 Design Specifications 
Table 3.2: Design Specifications of the Cooling Plate 
Part Feature Value 
Main Plate Height 120 mm 
 Width 150 mm 
 Thickness 8.5 mm 





3.3.3 Refraction Test Object 
The refraction test object was designed based upon a suggestion from University of 
Saskatchewan professor Dr. Dean Chapman.  The theory behind the design is that when the 
object is placed in the path of the beam, the scattering effects will be different based upon which 
part of the object that the beam hits.  
 





Figure 3.32: Side View of the Refraction Test Object 
3.3.3.1 Design Specifications 
Table 3.3: Design Specifications for the Refraction Test Object 
Plate Number Slope Inclination Angle (deg) Left Height (mm) Right Height (mm) 
1 1.00 45.00 0.00 10.00 
2 0.75 36.87 1.25 8.75 
3 0.50 26.57 2.50 7.50 
4 0.25 14.04 3.75 6.25 
5 0.00 0.00 5.00 5.00 
6 -0.25 -14.04 6.25 3.75 
7 -0.50 -26.57 7.50 2.50 
8 -0.75 -36.87 8.75 1.25 





4  Discussion 
4.1 Main Findings 
There were three main purposes to this research:  
1. To determine whether the insertion of a needle or a porcupine quill causes more damage 
to tissue at the location of insertion. 
2. To determine whether the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy Beamline at the Canadian 
Light Source Synchrotron can image the absorption, distribution, metabolism and 
excretion pattern of an injected solution in a live animal.  
3. To use engineering design to further the field of biomedical imaging at a synchrotron 
facility. 
4.1.1 Tissue Damage  
The types of imaging obtained in this research were not able to show if there was a significant 
difference in tissue damage between the insertion of a needle and the insertion of a porcupine 
quill.   
The barbed porcupine quill was much easier to insert into the tissue than either the synthetic 
version that was created by Dr. Jeffrey Karp and his lab.  There was difficulty in making the 
synthetic quill pierce the flesh.  A large amount of force was required for insertion of the 
synthetic quills in our experiment and as such it can be inferred that the pain caused by that 
design may be larger than a regular needle or a natural barbed porcupine quill.  The difficulty in 
insertion was caused by the deflection of the synthetic quills when they were pressed against the 
hard tissue.  If the synthetic quill had been made from a harder material while still keeping the 
natural scale pattern of a barbed quill, it is possible that it would have inserted into the tissue as 
easily as the standard needle or natural quill.     
Hypodermic needles must be both inserted and withdrawn from tissue, meaning a porcupine-type 
metal needle design will likely inflict less damage going in, but more damage pulling out than a 
smooth needle. However, most suturing is done with semicircular curved needles pulling a 
swaged-on suture. These needles go into one side of the wound and out the other side always in 
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the same forward direction. Therefore, barbed suturing needles that have been modelled after a 
porcupine quill might cause less tissue damage and hasten healing.   
4.1.2 Injection Monitoring 
As hypothesized, the location of the injected bolus in a live mouse was able to be monitored in 
both the computed tomography scan and the K-edge subtraction imaging.  It was simple to 
determine the location of the tagged injection over time through both types of imaging.  The 
resolution of the K-edge subtraction image was better than the computed tomography scan.  
Therefore, it was easier to distinguish what tissues and organs the injection had been absorbed 
into in order to be metabolized. 
The Biomedical Imaging and Therapy Beamline proved that it is capable of monitoring an 
injected solution through the body of a living creature in order to study the paths it takes through 
the body.  The hypothesis that vaccine injection (which has been bonded to a contrast agent) 
could be monitored in the body of a live animal shows feasibility.  The novel data obtained in 
this research is that of injected iodine being monitored over time using spectral K-edge 
subtraction imaging in a mouse.  This type of imaging/injection monitoring has not been tried 
before in other research in this field.   
4.1.3 Engineering Design 
The three designs that were created during this research were developed with the beamline staff 
to further the imaging capabilities of the BMIT facility at the Canadian Light Source.  The 
designs were fabricated and performed as expected during imaging, allowing for improved use of 
the facility for future researchers.   
4.2 Limitations 
Due to the high demand for imaging time at both Royal University Hospital and the Canadian 
Light source, it was possible to only get time for one set of images.  Drawing conclusions from 
one set of images can be a flawed methodology; however, because the results obtained match 
with the expected results based upon literature review, it is very likely that our results are strong 
enough to draw proper conclusions from.   
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4.3 Practical Implications and Future Research 
There are two practical implications that come from this research.  The first would be the 
possible new design of a needle that incorporates the scaled features of a natural porcupine quill.  
Based upon the research conducted by Dr. Jeffrey Karp and his team (Cho, et al., 2012); it is 
clear that the insertion force for a porcupine quill is lower than a conventional needle.  The 
features of the porcupine quill that make it easier (and possibly less traumatic) to insert are best 
utilized in the design of a novel curved suture needle, where, the needle is passed into the skin 
and tissues on one side of an incision, then across the incision into the tissues on the other side, 
and then out without ever being pulled in a withdrawing “against-the-grain” direction. This may 
prove to be quite atraumatic. It may be possible to design an injecting (hollow) needle that is less 
traumatic than current smooth needles, but this is less intuitive and the anticipated cost of 
manufacturing would not be worth the possible small reduction in pain. 
The second practical implication comes from the usage of the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy 
beamline.  That research facility can be used to monitor injections in living animals so that their 
distribution patterns could be mapped.  Having an organization (such as the Vaccine and 
Infectious Disease Organization -International Vaccine Centre (VIDO-INTERVAC) group) in 
close proximity to the Canadian Light Source, could lead to future partnerships in research and in 






There are two conclusions to draw from this research: 
1. A metal needle developed in the mould of a natural porcupine quill would have the 
potential to reduce tissue damage during insertion into tissue.  This reduction in tissue 
damage may reduce the pain associated with pediatric vaccinations, which was the initial 
inquiry behind this research degree.  A redesigned needle may be best suited for suture 
procedures, especially in ophthalmology, where the fine nerves around the eye are very 
sensitive to pain.  Suture procedures do not require the needle to be pulled back against 
the grain and may therefore get the most benefit from the lower insertion force of the 
porcupine quill type needle. 
2. The Canadian Light Source Synchrotron is a facility that is capable of monitoring a 
vaccination (that has been bonded with a contrast material) through its absorption, 
distribution, metabolism and excretion processes in the body of a living creature.  The 
image quality is high enough that the injection can be monitored as it enters different 
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